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Antrow Software: The One-Stop Partner for Premium Software Solutions
Many companies are now being modernized with sophisticated IT services and technology. As such,

software development has become the primary means of doing business today, which also resulted in the

need of companies for quality software solutions that can meet their needs while keeping their costs down. 

Antrow Software aims to solve this concern by serving as everyone’s one-stop partner for premium

software solutions.

More and more businesses are starting to realize the need for software applications that can maximize their

processes and help them attain their goals. With a team of experts who has been in the industry for a long

time and its extensive knowledge on databases and software solutions, Antrow Software develops

programs that can be adopted by clients to improve the functioning of their business. 

Antrow Software can convert MS-Access databases to web applications and develop multi-language

websites that can be accessed and maintained without any web designer or programmer. All solutions

offered by the company can be hosted by them in the cloud or by the customer. Antrow Software supports

any device like Apple, Android and Windows and specializes in cost effective development by modular

design and gathering data from any hardware. The company has integrated people counters, electronic

scales, scanners, ID card printers, microscopes, weather data, Barcode &Handheld Scanners, label

printers, PDAs, temperature sensors, RFID Readers, printers, POS systems and packaging inkjet printers

in its solutions and facilitated smooth data exchange without any user interaction. With its extensive

experience with databases like Microsoft SQL Server, Oracle, DSI-Database, MS-Access, IBM DB2 and

My-SQL, Antrow Software can develop on any of these database platforms or convert data to a Microsoft

platform.

Designed to be time-saving and user friendly
All our windows and web applications developed by the us are encrypted and secured. These programs

support various languages, thanks to its built-in language control center. Antrow Software saves data on a

local SQL server in Europe or by an ISP chosen by the client. With parameter-driven programs, clients can

easily alter any related setting and customize the program to meet their needs. 

All programs designed by Antrow Software are developed on the latest Microsoft technologies and can be

updated without any additional coding. These programs are also designed modular, assuring clients that

they can gain from all developments made by Antrow Software.
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